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ancient Indigenous consciousness

* discusses a process of 
knowing that honors and 
integrates the past; 
embeds reciprocity of the 
present and encapsulates 
a responsibility to the 
future. 



Land Tellings for Restoration and Change

 Indigenous Epistemologies
Seeing
Being-with (relatives and responsibilities; dirty theory)

 Natural Reason and Natural Law
Land as Pedagogy: learn from and learn with

 Deep logic and deep co-existence
Snow



Indigenous Consciousness: 
Ancient Being-With

 However, I argue that 
Indigenous 
consciousness 
expands and adds to 
these oppositional 
ideologies because it 
recognizes and 
acknowledges a 
consciousness that 
existed prior to 
“dominant ideologies.”



Indigenous Beliefs
* Because everything in the [I]ndigenous world is interrelated … All 
forces, both animate and inanimate, must be taken into account in 
order… to remain in good health -physically, emotionally, socially 
and spiritually (Lobo and Talbot 1998:366).

Indigenous Ways of Knowing
*  exploring how knowledge and knowledge expectations (also 
known as science) are practiced.

*  in content; listening to the wind
*  in process (move the plant) 
*  promote system changes and ultimately overall systems health 
for people, places and animals



Deep 
coexistence
Seeks 
knowings for 
stewardship



Principles 
and 
Practices of 
Indigeneity
aka Being 
Radical



Radical Indigeneity: Multiplying Knowledges, 
Serving the Collective

 Tellings
Who are your knowers?
Where is knowing offered?

Land tellings (land is 
more than land)

 Change as adaptation as 
natural, necessary

 Exponential realities









How do we 
know what 
we know?



Knowing 
through 
Seeing 
through 
Being-With







Feed the Curious: the Great Mystery

Southern theory – “Our 
interest as researchers is to 
maximize the wealth of 
materials that are drawn into 
the analysis and explanation.  
It is also our interest to 
multiply, rather than slim 
down, the theoretical ideas 
that we have to work with.  … 
that includes multiplying the 
local sources of our thinking.”  
Connell



Land Knowings, 
Lessons and Truths: 
Generalizable, Specific, 
and Necessary

 Agriculture
Agriculture heritage
Land practices

 Acre

 Salmon



Knowings and Adaptation

 Personhood Status
values and beliefs 

 Rights of Nature

 Firehawks

 Food Sovereignty

 Land mitigation and restoration





Adaptation and Change







Knowings and 
Adaptation: 
Humility, Generosity 
and Respect



Knowings and Adaptation: Humility, 
Generosity and Respect



Avoid knowledge extraction



Questions?
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